
PRIMTALENT LEVEL 2 
 

Vocabulary List                                                                            Class: 4 

 
S.No           Word                      Meaning 

1 Ability possession of a skill  
2 Across  from one side to the other 

3 Adapt Adapt 

4 Aloud Audible, not silent 
5 Amaze surprise 

6 Anonymous someone not identified by name/ nameless 
7 Anxious worried 

8 Arrive Reach a place( after a journey) 
9 Author Writer of a book, story or an article 

10 Banish send away from a place of residence, as for punishment 

11 Bare not clothed or covered 
12 Begin start 

13 
Bluff 

frighten someone by pretending to be stronger than 
one is 

14 Bottom  lowest point of something 

15 Brisk quick/ rapid 

16 Bruise An injury causing skin Colour to change 

17 Cattle animals of a group related to domestic cattle 

18 Caution carefulness 

19 Chirp Short sharp sound of a bird 

20 Choke difficulty in breathing  

21 Collectable something worth collecting 
22 Comfortable Appropriate, warn and easy 

23 Commotion confused movement 
24 Concoction any foodstuff made by combining different ingredients 

25 Constant continuous 

26 Coursing moving without obstruction 
27 Cultivate prepare land for crops 

28 
Cunning 

shrewdness as demonstrated by being skilled in 
deception 



29 
Curricula 

Plural form of curriculum-all the courses of study at an 
institution 

30 Curriculum The subjects of a course of study 

31 Debris the remains of something that has been destroyed 
32 Deft skillful in physical movements; especially of the hands 

33 Delight please someone greatly  
34 Den a wild animal’s hidden home 

35 Departure action of leaving 

36 Diminish Reduce, decrease or make less 
37 Diminish decrease in size, extent, or range 

38 Dismal causing dejection 
39 Dispel force to go away 

40 Dread feel afraid of/ fear 

41 Eager strongly want to do or happen something 
42 Eavesdrop listen without the speaker's knowledge 

43 
Editor 

A person who edits or changes or corrects written 
material for publication 

44 Empty not filled 
45 Enough  As much as required 

46 Enthusiasm passion 
47 Escape break free from control 

48 Exclaim strong emotion or pain 

49 Expect hope for/look for  
50 Faint Unclear / feeling dizzy  

51 Farther To a greater distance 
52 Fate  Destiny  

53 Feast large, usually celebratory meal 

54 Fling  move or push 
55 Forbid Refuse to allow 

56 Format A way in which something is arranged 
57 Further In addition or furthermore 

58 Garland chain/wreath of flowers worn around neck 
59 Gelatinous thick like gelatin 

60 Gusto vigorous and enthusiastic enjoyment 

61 Hasten speed up the progress of; facilitate 
62 Heed  Pay attention 



63 Ignite cause to start burning 

64 Ignorance Lack of knowledge or information 

65 
International 

Something for example an event involving more than 
one country 

66 Jabber talk in a noisy, excited, or declamatory manner 

67 
Jargon 

technical terminology characteristic of a particular 
subject 

68 Jostle make one's way by pushing or shoving 
69 Joyous very happy 

70 Keepsake a small item kept in memory of something 

71 Knoll a small natural hill 
72 Known familiar 

73 Lay put down gently/ softly 
74 Leap jump or spring 

75 Lunge forward thrust/ spring/ jump 

76 Mature fully developed, grown, fledged 
77 Mend repair 

78 
Merchant 

A person involved in trade, especially the one dealing 
with foreign countries 

79 Misery a state of ill-being due to affliction or misfortune 
80 Moisture wetness caused by water 

81 Movement act of moving 
82 Mural a painting that is applied to a wall surface 

83 Muster gather or bring together 

84 Mystify be puzzling or bewildering to 
85 Myth A fictitious story usually misrepresenting truth 

86 Mythology  A collection of myths/fictitious stories  
87 Necessity  State of being required 

88 Nectar a sweet liquid secretion that is attractive to pollinators 

89 Numinous of or relating to or characteristic of a spirit 
90 Nursery a child's room for a baby 

91 Nurture To raise and education ( for example a child)  

92 
Obedience 

Compliance with orders/ following to 
orders/instructions 

93 Observe watch attentively 

94 Offend cause to feel upset 



95 Opponent someone who offers resistance 

96 Opposite being directly across from each other 
97 Ordeal a severe or trying experience 

98 Origin the place where something begins 
99 Outcome something that results 

100 Passage the act of moving from one state or place to the next 

110 Pastime a diversion that occupies one's time and thoughts 
111 Pause cease an action temporarily 

112 Perched rest one something 
113 Perform get done 

114 Perhaps maybe/ possibly 

115 Pilgrim A person who journeys a sacred place  
116 Pilgrimage A pilgrim’s journey 

117 Pleasant enjoyable 
118 Plump round shape or shake/pat 

119 Plunge dash violently or with great speed or impetuosity 
120 Poise Balance/ graceful bearing 

121 Possess Have as belonging to one 

122 Precious Of great value 
123 Predator any animal that lives by preying on other animals 

124 Predict tell in advance 
125 Prevent keep from happening or arising; make impossible 

126 Primary of first rank or importance or value 

127 Privilege a special advantage or benefit not enjoyed by all 
128 Process a particular course of action intended to achieve a result 

129 Puddle small pool of rainwater etc. 
130 Quarrel argument 

131 Rage Violent anger 
132 Rare especially good, remarkable, or superlative 

133 
Rate 

a quantity considered as a proportion of another 
quantity 

134 Recall bring to mind 

135 
Reliquary 

a container where religious relics are stored or 
displayed 

136 Rely have confidence or faith in 
137 Remark make or write a comment on 



138 Remuneration paying for goods or services or to recompense for losses 

139 Rescue Saving someone from a difficult situation 

140 
Resident 

someone who lives at a particular place for a long 
period 

141 Respect regard highly; think much of 

142 Responsible worthy of or requiring trust; held accountable 
143 Reverse change to the contrary 

144 Revive cause to regain consciousness 

145 Risk a source of danger 
146 Rustle Soft sound like that of movement of leaves or paper 

147 Scared fearful 
148 Scatter cause to separate and go in different directions 

149 Schedule a list of times at which things are planned to occur 

150 Screech A sharp cry 
151 Sensitive responsive to physical stimuli 

152 Shriek scream  
153 Sigh long deep audible breath 

154 Signal any action or gesture that encodes a message 
155 Significant important of attention 

156 Slender thin 

157 Solution a homogeneous mixture of two or more substances 
158 Sow plant seed by scattering on earth 

159 Spill liquid falling over the container 
160 Splash A sound made when something falls in water 

161 Spoil make a mess of, destroy or ruin 

162 Squawk bird’s or a person’s loud noise 
163 Stagger moving unsteadily, as if about to fall 

164 Starve die of food deprivation 

165 Steer be a guiding or motivating force or drive 

166 
Structure 

The arrangements and or relation among parts of 
something  

167 Struggle strenuous effort 
168 Sudden Something done quickly 

169 Suggest put forward/ propose 

170 Suitable meant or adapted for an occasion or use 
171 Suitable  Right or appropriate for particular person 



172 Summoned called to face something 

173 Survey consider in a comprehensive way 
174 Swift Rapid/ sudden 

175 Swift moving very fast 
176 Symbol something visible that represents something invisible 

177 Synergy the working together of two things to produce an effect 

178 Talent natural abilities or qualities 
179 Terrible Extremely bad 

180 Theory a belief that can guide behavior 
181 Though Even if 

182 Throb  Beat or sound with a strong, regular rhythm  

183 Through moving around/ or from one side to the other within 
184 Traditional existing as a part of tradition 

185 Trip Fall / a short journey  
186 Trouble difficulty 

187 Tuck push/ fold or turn 
188 Tumble fall suddenly 

189 Underprivileged lacking the advantages of other members of society 

190 Usual habitual 
191 Utilitarian having a useful function 

192 
Venue 

the place where something happens like a 
conert/marriage 

193 Visible Able to be seen 
194 

Watchtower 
Tall tower from which soldiers watch while guarding a 
place 

195 Waterhole A source of drinking water, such as a pond or pool 

196 Whirl move or cause to move rapidly 

197 Whisper speak very softly 
198 Whizzed Moved very quickly through the air 

199 Wink Close and open eye quickly 
200 Wrath  Extreme anger  
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